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work and the gene specific variances are replaced by posterior variances. The

name “moderated” stems from the fact that the standard error is moderated across

genes by shrinkage towards a common value.

Figure 19.7 SAM plot showing observed scores versus expected scores for individual
genes. Each point in the plot corresponds to a gene. Most points lie close to the diagonal,
indicating concordance between observed and expected SAM order statistics. Points that
lie more than a threshold distance D from the diagonal, are marked in red when the
observed value exceeds the expected value and in green when the expected is smaller than
the expected value. For a given threshold D, the genes marked in red and green are called
significant. In practice several different threshold values are tried, and for each a measure
of significance accounting for multiple comparisons is calculated. Most commonly the posi-
tive false discovery rate, which is related to FDR, is used (see Section 19.5).

Example 19.8
The human gene tp53 encodes a tumor suppressor protein which initiates

cell-cycle arrest (programmed cell-death) in response to various cellular

stress signals. It plays a crucial role in the effort to conserve genome sta-

bility and prevent cancer, and mutations in tp53 are associated with poor

prognosis in cancer patients. Using the breast carcinoma gene expression

data discussed in Example 19.6, combined with the mutation status of tp53

(a binary variable indicating which tumors have a mutated tp53), we wish

to investigate which genes have an expression level that is associated with

mutations of tp53. The samples were grouped into those with normal

(wildtype) tp53 ( ) and those with mutated tp53  and three

two-sample tests were applied to identify differentially expressed genes:
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